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Ulrich Neumueller (born 1977) worked – after a apprenticeship to electrician (1995) – first for MTU 
Aero Engines GmbH, Munich in the department maintenance for tool machines. 
 
In the following time he was given new tasks and he grew up as a Supervisor for electronical 
maintenance and also as temporary head of maintenance in a production center. In this function he 
was also responsible for SAP R/3 PM, MM implementation as well as for continuous improvement 
process. 
 
Since 2005 he worked in different leading functions for Siemens AG, Unit Industrial Solutions: Head 
of maintenance, later on head of service point (for Intralogistics). Additionally he leaded diverse 
projects like audits and asset optimizations. 
Afterwards he changed into the headquarter as international consultant for consultancy, analysis, 
conceptual designs, contracts and implementation of global improvement projects. Further on the 
product management therefore belonged also to his tasks. 
As senior consultant he was in charge of project leading for consultancy, implementation and 
outsourcing, as well as for international research&development projects for service innovations, 
beginning from 2010. 
 
His work ethics is team-orientated, open minded and based on intercultural understanding. He also 
has well-founded experiences in Asset Management and maintenance optimizations, in leading 
workforce and implementation of added value processes and structures. 
 
During the last years many further educations were done: Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Technical Business Economist, master-school of electronics, Maintenance Manager (TÜV), Energy 
Manager (TÜV) and Project Manager just to mention a few. 
He was chosen for the junior development program of MTU Aero Engines GmbH and spokesman 
for a junior development circle of Siemens AG. 
 
In 2011 he founded his own company to provide this knowhow as consultant and coach. The 
portfolio is strategy and competence development, optimization of Asset Management and 
maintenance organizations, control of change processes, realization of cost improvements and 
increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of productivity. 
 
Mister Neumueller also works as journalist, author of specialist publications and speaker on 
congresses. Further on he is an active member of Chambers of Commerce and Industry (IHK 
Schwaben), Forum Vision Instandhaltung e.V., Gesellschaft für Instandhaltung e.V., Institute of 
Asset Management (IAM London), German Institute for Standards (DIN) and supporting member of 
Kindernothilfe e.V. 
 
In 2012 the German Institute for Standards (DIN), located in Berlin, delegated Mr. Neumueller into 
the Committee of International Organization for Standardization (ISO) to represent the German 
position in developing the ISO55000 Series (Asset Management). 
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